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This thesis focuses on the general issue of transmitting VBR encoded video 
over ATM networks. The work can be partitioned into two areas. The first 
focuses on how a number of VBR encoded video can be transported over a 
CBR communications channel. The second focuses on how a single VBR video 
stream can be transported over a Leaky-Bucket (LB) controlled communications 
channel. 
With regard to the first study, we investigate two schemes for joint compres-
sion of data from multiple video sources for transmission over a single commu-
nications channel. Within the networking context, they are adaptation schemes 
that combine multiplexing and compression at the source. We call the apparatus 
that make use of these two schemes the integrated rate-controlled video multi-
plexer and coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer. Using a control-theoretic 
approach, we study the schemes based on the step response, stable region, and 
Sum of Absolute Errors (SAE), all of which could be used as metrics for per-
formance comparison and determination of the appropriate control parameters. 
Our work indicates that the integrated multiplexer performs better than the 
coupled multiplexer in terms of image quality and delay jitter. The coupled 
multiplexer, on the other hand, has the advantage that it can provide a certain 
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level of firewall effect between the video streams so that one single video stream 
does not hog the commonly shared bandwidth excessively. And we show that 
both schemes perform better than single-source adaptation scheme. 
We also study how video source data should be compressed to conform to 
the Leaky-Bucket specification for transmission over a communications network. 
The buffer occupancy of the compressed data is used to affect compression of 
future video frames. Two general strategies for using the tokens in the LB, 
greedy strategy and non-greedy strategy, are investigated. We show a general 
way to modify any existing CBR compression (or rate-control) scheme for a 
corresponding LB compression scheme using the concept of a virtual buffer. 
From our experiments, we find that the non-greedy strategy is generally better 
than the greedy strategy. The overall conclusion is that tokens should be used 
only under the "emergency" situation when overflow occurs and not during the 
normal situation just to smooth image quality from time slot to time slot. 
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Various video services are expected in the future, enabled by the rapid devel-
opment in video coding and broadband network technology. Video is likely to 
dominate the traffic carried in the future broadband communications networks, 
because it demands relatively more bandwidth than other media. Consequently, 
much attention has been drawn into the study of the traffic characteristics of 
video and their implications for how video should be multiplexed, transported 
and switched. 
Traditionally, video data is transported with circuit-switched networks, which 
provide only constant hit-rate (CBR) channels. With the advent of Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) networks [1], variable hit-rate (VBR) channels are also 
available. In the ATM networks, data is packetized into fixed-length cells of 53 
bytes, which are then routed in the network independently based on the routing 
information contained in their 5-byte headers. Cells may be discarded inside the 
network when traffic congestion occurs, which may lead to degradation in the 
received video quality in the context of video transmission. 
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In studying video transmission, unlike data transmission, we have a stringent 
delay requirement. To avoid choppy motion, received video must be displayed 
according to certain frame rate. In other words, once we start displaying the 
first frame, after every 1 /frame-rate seconds, the next video frame must be put 
on the screen. Hence, in designing a video transmission scheme, we should make 
sure “starvation,, (i.e., the receiver not having the data by the time a video frame 
should be displayed), does not occur at the receiver. In addition to delay, the 
size of the required buffer and cell loss probability are other important concerns 
in video transmission. Although much work has been done in the field of video 
transmission over networks, there are still a number of problems which must be 
solved to achieve efficient transmission. 
This chapter briefly introduces our research focus. Section 1.1 describes 
video compression and transport in a generic manner. Section 1.2 describes the 
research problems we are interested in. And the organization of the remainder 
of this thesis is described in Section 1.3. 
1.1 Video Compression and Transport 
Due to the spatial, perceptual, as well as temporal redundancy in raw video data, 
by compressing the video stream properly, significant amounts of bandwidth can 
be reduced. According to the resulting output rate, video compression schemes 
can be classified into variable bit-rate or constant bit-rate compression. VBR 
compression generates output with variable data rate, and CBR compression, 
on the contrary, generates output with constant data rate. 
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Since the scene content of a video may vary among video frames, the intrin-
sic bandwidth requirements may vary over time in order to maintain a constant 
image quality. In CBR compression, the output rate of the encoder should be 
constant. Because scenes that intrinsically demand high bandwidths may have 
their bandwidths cut down to maintain the constant output rate, the image qual-
ity may vary over time (Fig. 1.1 (a)). In contrast, in VBR compression, constant 
image quality can be maintained by varying the output rate of the encoder over 
time according to the intrinsic bandwidth requirements of the underlying video 
sequence (Fig. 1.1(b)). 
To achieve better compression ratio, some VBR video compression schemes 
not only explore the spatial and perceptual redundancy within one raw video 
frame, but also the temporal redundancy among them by adopting motion com-
pression techniques. This allows video frames to be encoded with different cod-
ing modes, resulting in different compression ratios for them. For instance, 
the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) compression scheme [4] alternates 
among intra-frame, forward-predicted and interpolative coding modes periodi-
cally. Since VBR compression schemes can provide higher averaged compression 
ratio and more steady image quality, they are generally preferred to CBR com-
pression. 
CBR and VBR transport, on the other hand, refers to using constant bit-rate 
and variable bit-rate channels, respectively, for the transport of data. Although 
it seems more natural to transmit CBR traffic on CBR channel and transmit 
VBR traffic on VBR channel, it needs not to be so and a number of considera-
tions should be taken into account to determine the transport mechanism. 
From the networking point of view, transport using CBR channels has many 
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Figure 1.1: Characteristics of VBR and CBR video compression schemes. 
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advantages. Since the data rate is constant, bandwidth allocation, call admis-
sion control and pricing are relatively simple. It is also straightforward for the 
network to multiplex several CBR channels onto a common physical link and 
guarantee the delay and loss of the delivered traffic since traffic arrives at a 
predictable rate. 
As mentioned in the previous section, VBR compression can achieve higher 
compression ratio and more steady image quality, and because of that, it is 
adopted in most video compression schemes. VBR encoded video can be trans-
mitted either over a CBR channel or a VBR channel. There has been much 
debate about which is better. Some suggest CBR transmission, because it is 
easier to do multiplexing and to allocate bandwidth to each channel, which also 
make the call admission problem easier. Yet, in order to achieve high image 
quality, very often we need to assume the peak rate as the CBR channel rate. 
In doing this, bandwidth will be wasted when input data rate is lower than the 
peak rate. Another solution is to adapt VBR video to CBR channel by adding a 
smoothing buffer to remove the bit rate fluctuation, additional smoothing delay 
will be introduced from this procedure, which may not be desired in interactive 
applications. 
VBR transmission, on the other hand, is more difficult to manage from the 
network management point of view. But it does have certain advantages. A 
main advantage of VBR transmission over CBR transmission is the multiplexing 
gain associated with it. With the same total bandwidth and image quality, 
VBR transmission can support more channels than CBR transmission can. To 
provide a good image quality, CBR transmission often assumes the peak rate as 
the channel rate. By doing this, significant amounts of bandwidth is wasted. In 
5 
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VBR transmission, no fixed bandwidth is assigned to individual video source. 
Instead, they share the total bandwidth. Since it is unlikely that each video 
source is sending data at the peak rate simultaneously, bandwidth can be shared 
among video sources more efficiently. Issues in VBR transmission include how 
multiplexing should be done, what we can achieve with the additional smoothing 
process and how to conform the output traffic to channel specifications (i.e., 
Leaky-Bucket). 
1.2 Research Contributions 
Based on the single-source VBR-to-CBR adaptation framework proposed by 
Liew [5], we study the scenario of jointly compressing multiple video sources 
for transmission over a single CBR channel. We also investigate the scenario of 
transporting a VBR compressed video stream on a VBR channel with Leaky-
Bucket network access control. 
1.2.1 Joint Rate Control of VBR Encoded Video 
Knowing that allowing individual video sources to transmit data with variable 
bit-rate can give us some multiplexing gain, and managing CBR traffic is rela-
tively simple, it is natural to see if there is a way to achieve the advantages of 
both. One way is to multiplex several VBR encoded videos together to form a 
CBR source, and transmit them over a CBR channel. The bandwidth can be 
shared among video sources, yet as whole they can be treated as single CBR 
source by the network. 
Two schemes for joint compression of data from multiple video sources for 
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transmission over a single CBR communications channel are investigated. They 
are adaptation schemes that combine multiplexing and compression at the source. 
We study two schemes from a control-theoretic approach by investigating the 
step-response, stable region and Sum of Absolute Errors (SAE), all of which 
could be used as metrics for performance comparison and determination of the 
appropriate control parameters. We also investigate the multiplexing advantage 
by comparing the two schemes with the simple system that adapts data from 
only one source. We show that both schemes indeed perform better than the 
single-source system. 
1.2.2 Transporting VBR Video on LB Controlled Chan-
nel 
Instead of adapting VBR video to CBR channel, it is also possible to transmit 
VBR video on a VBR channel. In the second part of this thesis, we study how 
video data should be compressed to conform to the Leaky-Bucket specification 
for transmission over a communications network. Two general strategies for 
using the tokens in the LB are investigated, namely, the greedy transmission 
strategy and the non-greedy transmission strategy. We also show a general way 
to modify any existing CBR compression (or rate-control) scheme for a corre-
sponding LB compression scheme using the concept of a virtual buffer. 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the sta--
tistical characteristics of VBR encoded video, with MPEG-1 encoded video as an 
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example, and highlights major issues in video transmission. A control-theoretic 
framework for single-source VBR-to-CBR video adaptation is also reviewed in 
this chapter: the study in Chapter 3 is closely related to this control frame-
work. Chapter 3 studies two joint rate controllers for transmitting multiple VBR 
MPEG-1 videos over a CBR channel. Two schemes for adapting the encoder 
output rate to conform to the Leaky-Bucket channel specification are proposed 




In the following chapters, we focus on the transmission of VBR encoded videos 
over ATM networks, MPEG-1 encoded video is used here as an example of 
VBR video source. Before going into the details of our research, let us first 
review the statistical characteristics of MPEG-1 encoded video, the problems 
of transmitting such video stream over networks and the role of smoothing in 
the transmission process. We also review the single source control-theoretic 
framework for VBR-to-CBR video adaptation proposed by Liew [5], which is 
closely related to our study in subsequent chapters. 
2.1 Statistical Characteristics of MPEG-1 En-
coded Video 
In order to have a good understanding of the traffic characteristics of MPEG-1 
video sequences, it is necessary to have a brief idea about the MPEG-1 coding 
algorithm and the corresponding frame structures. 
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The MPEG-1 video syntax supports a Group-Of-Pictures (GOP) structure to 
facilitate interactive control in the form of fast forward, fast reverse and random 
access on the encoded video stream. The video coding syntax allows temporal 
redundancy to be exploited via motion-compression while it permits spatial and 
perceptual redundancy reduction by Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coding 
and visually weighted adaptive quantization. 
In MPEG-1, an input video sequence is divided into units of GOP's consist-
ing of three types of frames, namely, the intra-frames ( / frames), the forward-
predicted frames {P frames) and the bi-directional predicted frames {B frames). 
An I frame is the start of a coding period and it is obtained by simply encod-
ing an individual picture without utilizing any related information in the past 
frames. While a P frame contains the information that is predicted from the 
most previous I or P frames. A B frame is generated by considering the contents 
in both the past and the future I or P frames adjacent to it. A GOP serves as a 
basic entry point to facilitate random access. It is defined by its length, N, the 
distance between I frames, and M, the distance between P frames. An example 
of a GOP with N = 9 and M = 3 is shown as follows. 
IBBPBBPBBIBBP"-
From the different compression techniques used for coding these three types of 
frames, it can be predicted that the bit rate distributions of them will be very 
different. 
From previous studies of VBR MPEG traffic [7, 8]，one can see that, first of 
all, different traffic sequences are extremely content-dependent and thus almost 
unpredictable. Secondly, the traffic pattern in each specific sequence presents a 
pseudo-periodic property and the bit rate shows a large variation from frame to 
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frame. , 
Samples of the composed sequence and the sequences of different types of 
frames are plotted in Fig. 2.1. The original sequence presents a strong pseudo-
periodic property. The reason behind this is the periodic frame structure of the 
sequence. It can be seen in figures that I frames have the highest rate while 
P frames a little lower and B frames the lowest among all the three types of 
frames, and the large variation of the original sequence is caused by the alternate 
appearing of the three types of frames. 
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Figure 2.1: The framesize (in bits) of (a) the original sequence, (b) the /-frame 
sequence, (c) the P-frame sequence and (d) the B-ivame sequence. 
The distribution histograms of the original sequence, I frames, P frames and 
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B frames are show in Fig. 2.2 respectively. ^ 
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Figure 2.2: Histogram (in cells) of (a) the original sequence, (b) the /-frame, (c) 
the P-frame and (d) the ^-frame. 
From these figures we can see that 1) the distribution of the original sequence 
is of the shape of a F-distribution, 2) the distribution of the P frames can 
also be approximately considered as a F-distribution, 3) the distribution of B 
frames is almost a normal distribution and 4) I frames is of a very complicated 
distribution. It is necessary to point out that all of the above are only the 
observations on the specific sequence used in this chapter and observations on 
other sequences shows that all these distributions may be very different for 
different movie contents. -
Fig. 2.3 shows the autocorrelation function of the original sequence and its 
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I ,P,B components. Very different from the autocorrelation functions of the 
on-ofF type VBR traffic or the VBR video conferencing traffic [16], the auto-
correlation function of the original MPEG-1 sequence also presents some kind 
of periodic property of the length of the leg. Separately, the autocorrelation 
functions of the I, P, and B components are also much more complicated. > 
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Figure 2.3: The autocorrelation function of (a) the original sequence, (b) the 
/-frame sequence, (c) the P-frame sequence and (d) the ^-frame sequence. 
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2.2 Temporal and Spatial Smoothing 
With the above statistical observations, one can predict that it will be very 
difficult to allocate a suitable amount of bandwidth to such traffic. One way to 
ease the above difficulties is to smooth the traffic in some way to reduce the large 
traffic rate variation. This can be done either in temporal or spatial domain. 
2.2.1 Temporal Smoothing 
Temporal smoothing algorithms have been proposed to reduce the rate variation 
in VBR traffic. Studies have shown that if the video traffic is smoothed before 
being fed into the network, the amount of bandwidth required can be reduced 
•5, 8, 13, 14]. Short-term smoothing schemes such as the “macro-frame scheme” 
have been studied in [8]. A smoothing buffer is used in this scheme to smooth 
out the rate variation within one GOP. This kind of scheme can only reduce 
the rate variation to some extend. Furthermore, it still produces a VBR traffic, 
although the resulting VBR traffic has much nicer characteristics in the sense 
that bandwidth estimation can give us a more accurate approximation, and the 
resulting bandwidth requirement is also smaller. The VBR-to-CBR adaptation 
scheme, on the other hand, belongs to the long-term smoothing schemes, and 
the goal is to achieve a constant output rate. 
.When video streams are pre-encoded, we can group the smoothing schemes 
according to whether they drop data during the adaptation process. References 
9, 10, 12, 18] are examples of lossless adaptation schemes. Since no informa-
tion is lost during adaptation, good image quality is maintained. Unlike lossless 
schemes, [5] is an example of lossy adaptation scheme, bits may be dropped 
14 
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during adaptation and affect the received image quality. Issues related to adap-
tation schemes include the size of receiver buffer, the amount of data that should 
be transmitted to the receiver before the decoding process can be started, and of 
course, the channel bandwidth required. These parameters should be designed 
carefully to make sure that no buffer overflow or starvation will occur at the 
receiver. In general, lossless adaptation scheme requires a larger receiver bufFer, 
more data to be sent ahead of decoding and a larger channel bandwidth then 
lossy adaptation scheme does. In return, it provides better image quality. 
2.2.2 Spatial Smoothing 
In addition to temporal smoothing, smoothing can also be achieved in “spatiaF 
domain. By multiplexing several video sources together, we can reduce the bit-
rate variation in the multiplexed traffic. In [15], statistical multiplexing of VBR 
video sources on ATM networks is studied. The multiplexing is performed on 
the cell level, and the output is still a VBR traffic. Another multiplexing scheme 
called “video aggregation,, is proposed in [11], it multiplexes several VBR video 
sources together to form one large CBR traffic. Similar to temporal smoothing, 
spatial smoothing could also be done in either lossless or lossy manner. In doing 
lossy smoothing, it is shown that integrating compression and multiplexing will 
result a better visual quality than cell-level multiplexing. In cell-level multi-
plexing, we have little control on which cell to be dropped. Since each cell has 
different contribution toward the final image quality, (e.g., dropping a cell that 
contains frame header information will make it impossible to decode that par-
ticular video frame), we don't have precise control on the received video quality.— 
In contrast, integrated compression and multiplexing can give us more freedom 
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in selecting what data to be dropped and achieve a smoother video quality., 
The study in Chapter 3 tries to utilize both smoothing methods, the traffic 
of individual source is smoothed in temporal domain, and the total bandwidth 
is also shared among different sources. Temporal smoothing is also applied in 
Chapter 4, the video traffic is smoothed to meet the specification of a VBR 
channel. 
2.3 A Single Source Control-Theoretic Frame-
work for VBR-to-CBR Video Adaptation 
Since the work in subsequent chapters is related to the temporal smoothing 
framework proposed in [5], we would like to introduce the framework first. The 
framework is a linear control framework for single source VBR-to-CBR video 
adaptation, as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Video I ^ Smoothing CBR ^ 
* Encoder ^ Buffer ^ 
— I — 7 
Output-rate ！ I BufferLevel 
Adjustment [ | 
i Linear PD < Average Over 




Figure 2.4: The control framework of VBR-to-CBR video adaptation 
where N is the coding-mode switching cycle (e.g., one GOP in MPEG-1 video 
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stream). , 
A buffer is used to smooth out the variation in the input bit rate, video 
data is fed into the smoothing buffer, and the buffer is emptied with a constant 
rate, which corresponds to the CBR channel rate. To prevent bufFer overflow, 
and causing sudden degradation in the received image quality, a feedback con-
trol mechanism is desired. In the control framework, a linear proportional and 
derivative (PD) controller is employed as the feedback controller. It takes the 
averaged bufFer level as the input and calculates the required adjustment in the 
encoder output rate. The encoder then adjusts its output rate accordingly by 
increasing or reducing the encoded image quality. 
The averaged buffer level is the bufFer level averaged over N frames, which 
corresponds to one GOP in the case of MPEG-1 video. It is used as the input to 
the feedback controller instead of the actual bufFer level for the reason that there 
is periodic coding-mode change in the encoded video sequence, and it should be 
considered as a normal behavior and should not cause any unnecessary control. 
This averaging mechanism prevents such unnecessary control which may cause 
oscillations in image quality. 
The framework is studied from a control-theoretic approach in the paper, 
issues like stability, robustness against scene change and coding-mode switching, 
and the trade-off between image-quality and buffer-occupancy fluctuations are 
studied. The study gives us the stable region of the system and provides us 
with useful graphs for choosing suitable control parameters. From the analytical 
approximation and the experimental results, the tradeoffs between image-quality 
and buffer-occupancy fluctuations are also observed. 
Since only single source was considered in this framework, the advantage 
17 
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of spatial smoothing was not utilized. This thesis, in contrast, introduces an 
adaptation scheme that may utilize both the merit of temporal smoothing and 
spatial smoothing. We believe that additional multiplexing gain can be obtained 
from spatial smoothing. 
18 
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Joint Rate Control of VBR 
Encoded Video 
There have been numerous work [4, 7, 17] showing that the statistical char-
acteristics of the VBR MPEG video traffic pattern are extremely complicated 
compared with other VBR traffic (i.e., on-ofF sources and video conferencing 
traffic). As a result, estimation of the bandwidth requirement for MPEG traffic 
is very difficult and might require a considerable amount of computational time. 
It is therefore impractical to allocate network bandwidth precisely when setting 
a connection for a VBR MPEG video session. 
In [5], a control-theoretic framework for a VBR-to-CBR adaptation scheme 
with single video source is proposed. In which, a smoothing buffer, feedback 
controller and feedback controlled video encoder are used to adjust the output 
rate of VBR compressed video for transport over a CBR channel. Expecting ad-
ditional gain from multiplexing, we extend this framework to multiple sources, 
and propose two VBR-to-CBR adaptation schemes for jointly adapting multiple 
19 
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VBR video sources, referred as rate-controlled video multiplexers^ for transmis-
sion over a CBR channel. Within the networking context, they are adaptation 
schemes that combine multiplexing and compression at the source. We explore 
in this chapter the advantages of combining spatial and temporal smoothing in 
our video multiplexers. The multiplexing is performed prior to the packetiza-
tion process, as suggested in [6], so that the level of data compression can be 
manipulated based on the channel bandwidth usage. 
The first adaptor, termed the integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer, 
multiplexes the output from the video encoders into a common buffer and ad-
justs future encoders, output rates according to the buffer occupancy level. The 
second adaptor, called the coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer, has a dedi-
cated buffer for each video source and the feedback to each encoder is based on 
the occupancy level of its own buffer. The buffers, however, are coupled in the 
sense that the output rates of buffers may vary in a way that depend on the 
relative levels among all buffers so that needy video sources are allocated with 
more channel bandwidth. 
Using a control-theoretic approach, we study the schemes based on the step 
response, stable region, and Sum of Absolute Errors (SAE), all of which could 
be used as metrics for performance comparison and determination of the appro-
priate control parameters. Our work indicates that the integrated multiplexer 
performs better than the coupled multiplexer in terms of image quality and de-
lay jitter. The integrated multiplexer is the preferred scheme when the sources 
are homogeneous in the sense that they have similar traffic characteristics and 
performance requirements. The coupled multiplexer, on the other hand, has the 
advantage that it can provide a certain level of firewall effect between the video 
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streams so that one does not hog the commonly shared bandwidth excessively. 
We also investigate the multiplexing advantage by comparing the two schemes 
with the simple system that adapts data from only one source. It is shown that 
both schemes perform better than single-source system: much gain is obtained 
when the number of sources increases from 1 to 8, but beyond that the gain is 
minimal. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Our analytical models 
are described in Section 3.1. Two ways of multiplexing video traffic are stud-
ied. In Section 3.2, we analyze the systems in terms of their step response, 
which models the effects of long-term scene change in video contents. We also 
compare our framework with the original single input system, and between the 
two schemes that perform the multiplexing in different ways. The experimental 
results of two schemes are presented in Section 3.3. Finally, the major results of 
this work are summarized in Section 3.4. 
3.1 Analytical Models 
Video r ~ ~ ~ ‘ ~ ~ VBR Smoothing CBR 
^ Encoder > ® »• 
Buffer 
i ！ 
Feedback ； | Buffer 
Control l _J~~Feedback~~"^_J Occupancy 
Compensator 
——^ Data 
——> Control Signal 
Figure 3.1: The block diagram of single-source control framework 
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In this chapter, we assume that the video sources, the feedback controllers and 
the smoothing buffers are all located at the same place. Hence, there is no 
varying delay in the feedback path. This is a common situation in many video 
distribution systems, as described in references [6, 12]. Two examples are (1) a 
broadcast system in which many video streams are broadcasted over a shared 
channel; (2) a video-on-demand server which bundle the transmission of multiple 
video streams to a remote node before there are further separated for transmis-
sion to individual households. 
The system operates in a time-slotted fashion, where each time slot corre-
sponds to one picture-frame duration. The operation of a single-source system 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Within each time slot, a frame of video data is fed 
into the smoothing buffer, and certain number of bits (which can be constant or 
variable, depending on whether the communication channel is CBR or VBR) are 
removed from the buffer and sent to the network. The function of the feedback 
controller is to control the encoder output rate based on the occupancy of the 
smoothing buffer to make sure the buffer occupancy is kept within the dynamic 
range. 
The simplest way to extend the framework to multiple sources is to just sum 
up all the traffic from different video sources (e.g., K video sources), then treat 
the resulting traffic as one input and apply the single source adaptation scheme, 
each source will then received l|K of the strength of the feedback control. This 
scenario is shown in Fig. 3.2. We call this “integrated rate-controlled video multi-
plexer”. The output channel is completely shared among all sources. Note that 
in this case, the bandwidths allocated to individual sources may vary among 
them, even though the "feedback strength" is the same. This is because the 
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feedback only affect the sources proportionately, so that sources with more com-
plex frames would still produce more bits after encoding. In this way, bandwidth 
sharing and assignment according to needs are achieved. 
Another way to accomplish multiple-source feedback control is what we call 
the “coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer”, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Each video 
source has its own smoothing buffer and the operations of the buffers of differ-
ent video streams are coupled in a way that achieves bandwidth sharing. There 
are two feedback paths influencing the traffic generated by each video source. 
One feedback path attempts to prevent the smoothing buffer from overflow (un-
derflow), by reducing (increasing) the encoder output rate, while the other, by 
increasing (reducing) the allocated bandwidth of that particular video stream 
(subject to the constraints that the total bandwidth of all videos, is a constant). 
Without the second feedback path, we have K uncoupled, independently oper-
ated, rate-controlled system; with the second feedback path, we have a coupled 
rate-controlled system. 
We will compare these three frameworks in the following sections. The an-
alytical model of integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer is similar to the 
model of the single-source adaptation scheme, except that the feedback control 
strength of individual source is reduced. So we will just focus on the coupled 
rate-controlled video multiplexer for the rest of this section. 
-All the variables used below have a subscript, indexing the video streams to 
which they belongs. Please refer to Fig.3.6 for a ;^-domain block diagram that 
illustrates the meanings of the variables as explained below. The variable Vj[i 
is the number of bits in the zth video frame when “perfect” image quality is 
required (i.e., with reference to a fixed high SNR). The job of the encoder is to 
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Figure 3.2: The block diagram of integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer 
reduce the number of bits produced by adjusting from this reference point (see 
5] for more details). The variable Cj[i] is the number of bits taken from the 
corresponding buffer for transmission in the zth time slot. The total channel 
bandwidth is denoted by C, which is the sum of Cj[i] over all j. The variable 
A 
Bj[i] is the deviation of buffer occupancy from some desired buffer level B. The 
value of B could be set at any value between 0 and the buffer size Bmaxj- In 
practice, the value of B can be set to be Bmaxj/^- The dynamics of the buffer 
level can be described with the following equations. 
Bj [z] = Bj[i — 1] + Vj[i] — Rj[i] — Ci[i 
R^[i] = Rj[i - 1] + Ai^ j[z； 
Cj[i] 二 Cj[i - 1] + ACj{i] (3.1) 
Specifically, to prevent cell loss due to buffer overflow, the rate controller will 
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Figure 3.3: The block diagram of coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer 
monitor the buffer occupancy and request the encoder to adjust its output rate. 
Rj[i] is the number of bits that the rate controller signals the encoder to reduce 
(by compressing frame i at a lower quality), before the video data is forwarded 
to the smoothing buffer. That is, Vj[i] — Rj[z] is the actual number of bits that 
being produced and fed into the buffer during the zth time slot. ARj[i] is the 
increment of Rj [^ ], which corresponds to the change in image quality between 
twp consecutive frames, also is referred as the image-quality fluctuation in this 
chapter; and ACj[i] is the change of Cj[i . 
For video encoding schemes that employ coding-mode switching, (e.g., MPEG 
video with I，P and B frames) the buffer occupancy would fluctuate in accor-
dance with the coding mode even if there were no "DC" change (i.e., a long term 
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rate change), in the encoder output rate. Certainly, we do not want to apply 
undue control on the encoder for this kind of “natural，，fluctuation; otherwise, 
there would be unnecessary fluctuation in the image quality. To prevent unnec-
essary control caused by coding-mode change, we introduce a bufFer-occupancy 
filter, Ha, to filter out this kind of fluctuation. A simple form of Ha that we 
could use, represented in z-transform, is 
H^{z) = l ( l + ^-i + . . . + ^-(^-D) (3.2) 
where N is the coding-mode switching cycle (in the case of MPEG video, that 
will be the size of GOP). Effectively, the filter performs an averaging operation 
on the bufFer occupancy over the most recent N frames. Then all the feedback 
controls will base on Bj [i], the averaged value of Bj [i . 
The encoder rate controller we assume in this chapter is a linear PD (pro-
portional and derivative) controller with two parameters, a^  and b” 
Hr[z) = arZ-^^Kz-\l-z-^) (3.3) 
where a ,^ 6^  > 0. The first term is associated with DC compensation and the 
second term is for stabilizing the system. If a^  is set to be 0, the buffer occupancy 
could not be restored to the desire level whenever there is a DC change in Vj[i . 
This is undesirable, because if the bufFer level can not be restored, sooner or 
later the bufFer will overflow or underflow. The second term reacts more quickly 
to the change in bufFer occupancy than the first one, when the bufFer occupancy 
is in the upward trend, it will request the encoder to reduce the output rate. 
Without the second term, the system would not be stable. In other words, the 
bufFer occupancy would swing between the overflow and underflow states (see [5 -
for details). In the next section, we will study the stable region of the system. 
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The channel rate controller is also a linear PD controller. 
H,[z) 二 a,z-' + b,z-'(l-z-') (3.4) 
where a^ bc > 0. 
The idea of using a channel rate controller is to share the total bandwidth 
among different video streams so that the more demanding streams can borrow 
bandwidth from others. We first calculate the average filtered buffer occupancy, 
B[i], of the K video streams. Then, each stream will compare its own filtered 
buffer occupancy Bj[i] with B[i]. The difference between these two values will 
be the input to the channel rate controller, which will in turn find out the 
increment of the channel rate for that particular stream. The reason for choosing 
Bj [z] — B[i] as the input to the channel rate controller is to ensure conservation 
of bandwidth (i.e., the sum of bandwidths allocated to all streams must equal 
to the fixed constant total bandwidth). 
j : m ] - m ) = Em-K'B[i] 
all j all j 
= 0 (3.5) 
and consequently 
Y^ ACj[{] 二 0 (3.6) 
all j 
3.2 Analysis 
The z-domain block diagram of the model for the single-source rate controller, 
integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer and coupled rate-controlled video 
multiplexer are shown in Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 respectively. 
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Figure 3.4: The z-domain block diagram of single-source rate controller 
As argued in [5], a scene change in a P or B frame can be simulated by a 
sample input, and that a long-term change in scene complexity can be simulated 
by a step input. Since the unit-sample response of a linear time-invariant system 
can be obtained from the unit-step response (by discrete-time "differentiation"), 
we will focus only on the unit-step response in our study. The attributes to be 
studied include the stable region, the final value, the peak value and the SAE 
value of the corresponding state variables. 
For the study of the unit-step response, we assume that there is only one 
unit-step input to any one of the K video streams for the sake of simplicity. 
Other cases would be a linear combination of this one. In the analysis, we also 
assume that the size of the smoothing buffer is very large. Therefore, as long 
as the buffer occupancy can be bounded, there will be no buffer overflow or 
underflow. In practice, if the buffer occupancy is bounded, we can always use a 
sufficiently large buffer to prevent any overflow or underflow. 
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Figure 3.5: The z-domain block diagram of integrated rate-controlled video 
multiplexer 
3.2.1 Stable Region 
Here, we adopt the ''bounded-input-hounded-outpuf (BIBO) definition for sta-
bility [2]. The stable region consists of the possible values of control parameters 
that lead to a stable system. 
Consider the enclosed region in Fig. 3.5. The behavior would be exactly the 
same as the one in Fig. 3.4 from the viewpoint of the smoothing buffer. It takes 
the same feedback signal as the input, and reduces the same amount of bits as 
required. Hence, the stable region of integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer 
is exactly the same as the one of single source control framework. 
We now consider the stable region of coupled rate-controlled video multi-
plexer. Let us find the transfer functions of the related state variables first. Here 
we assume that there is a unit-step input at stream 1, and the other streams 
have zero inputs. We have “ 
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Figure 3.6: The z-domain block diagram of coupled rate-controlled video multi-
plexer 
Vl{z) = 1 + 厂 1 + 厂 2 + . . . 
1 
= 1 — 厂 1 
巧 ⑷ = 巧 ( 之 ） = . . . 二 1 4 ( 么 ） = 0 (3.7) 
Mathematically, all the other streams can be represented by one stream, and 
for convenience, we label it as stream 2. Ci{z) is the amount of channel band-
width that stream i "borrow" from others in addition to its own share. Note 
that the definition of C{ here is slightly different from the previous one, but 
an offset-version of the former. For those sources that gain additional band-
width (e.g., Source 1), the value will be positive; and for those that lose band-
width (e.g., Source 2), the value will be negative. As shown in previous section, 
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X)all j ACj(z) = 0, which in turn implies Eall j ^j{^) - 0, and the total band-
width is conserved. 
The transfer functions can be derived easily, and the results are summarized 
below. 
B,{z) 二 [^(1 —厂1)2 + {Hr{z) + ^ ) ^ ] i V ( l - Z-1) 
丽 二 [7V(1 -之-1)2 + (Er(z) + Hc(z))]^][N(l —厂1)2 + Br(zyj^] 
B2(z) — ^[(a. + b,)z-' - Kz-']{l - z-,N 
丽 = [ i V ( l — ^ l ) 2 + {Hr[z) + H^{z)Y^][N{l — ^ l ) 2 + Er(zyj^] 
AR^(z) 二 [A^(1 — z-y + {Hr{z) + ^ Y ^ ] H , [ z ) { l -厂， 
1 ^ 二 [N{l —厂1)2 + {Hr{z) + H^{z)yj^][N{l — z-^y + Hr{zyj^] 
AR,{z) 二 g ^ ^ f f . ( . ) ( l - . - ^ ) 
~W^ 二 [N{i - z-^y + {Hr{z) + H,{z)yf^][N{i - z-^y^Hr{zyj^] 
R,{z) 二 [ 耶 - 厂 1 ) 2 + {Hr{z) + E^)l^]H.[zY^ 
丽 = [ N { 1 -厂1)2 + {Hr{z) + H^{z)yj^][N{l - Z-^y + Hr{zy^] 
0 / X ^c(^) l-z-^ rr (^\1--^ R2{z) 二 K l-z-i ^rKZ)i_^-i 
丽 = [ 7 V ( 1 — ^l)2 + {Hr[z) + H^{z)Y^][N{l - Z-^f + Hr{zY^] 
C ^ = 糊 字 裙 
巧 ⑷ — [ N { l - z - ^ y ^ { H r { z ) ^ H ^ { z ) Y ^ ] 
r (,\ 恥 ） 1 - 一 
^ ^ = K 1 -— _ (3.8) 
巧⑷ [N{l - z-^y + {Hr{z) + H^{z)y^] 
The characteristic function of the system is 
[N{l -厂1)2 + {Hr{z) + H,(z))\^^] 
丄 — z 丄 
x [ N { l - z - ' Y ^ H r { z ) ] ' ^ ^ ] = 0 (3.9) 
丄——Z 1 
By Routh test [2], we know that for the system to be stable, all the roots of 
(3.9) must lie within the unit circle in the complex plane. The possible values 
of a ” br, CLc and b�that fulfill the requirement constitute the stable region. 
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Since the characteristic function is the product of two functions with similar 
form, we will focus on just one of them. Compared with the characteristic 
function of the single source control framework derived in [5], it is exactly the 
second factor of this "generalized" characteristic function. As a consequence, 
many results of [5] can be applied directly here. The stable region of the system 
consists of the values of a ” b” a � a n d b � s u c h that (a” 6^ ) and (a^ + a^ K + bc) 
are in the stable region obtained for the single source control framework. 
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Figure 3.7: The stable region of single source control framework with different 
N 
Fig. 3.7 shows the stable region of the single source control framework for 
N = 4,6,8 and 10. The stable region is the area under the curve, and its area 
decreases as N increases. The stable region of the coupled system is difficult to 
visualize, since it involves four dimensions. Instead of varying four parameters 
at the same time, we will fix a^  and b” and then plot the stable region of a � 
and bc. Fig. 3.8 shows the stable region of a � a n d 6� f or N = 10, under different 
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Figure 3.8: The stable region of a�and h^ for N = 10 and (a) (a" hr) 二 (0.01,0.2) 
(b) { a r X ) 二（0.005,0.1) 
settings of a” and b” The region obtained is just a shifted version of the one in 
single source control framework, the amount of shifting depends on the value of 
ar and b” From the figure, we can see that if we choose small a^  and h” there 
will be more room to play with for a � a n d bc. Also note that the stable region 
is independent of K. 
3.2.2 Final Value ofthe State Variables 
Now, let us take a look at how the parameters we choose would affect the final 
vaiue of the state variables given a step input. By studying the final values, we 
can verify that the system is actually stable within the stable region, (i.e., B 
and Ai? go to 0). More importantly, we can also see from the final values how 
the chosen parameters affect the redistribution of the shared channel bandwidth 
among the video streams in the coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer. Using 
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the final value theorem, we get , 
lim B,[n] = lim(l — z-^)B,{z) = lim ^ ^ (3.10) 
n^oo "^L H l � ) 3\ ) z^l Vi{z) \ 
Table 3.1 shows the final value of all the state variables in the single source 
control framework, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show the final values in integrated 
rate-controlled video multiplexer and coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer 
respectively. 
II B AR R 
a r + 0 II 0 0 1 
a, = 0 I  ^  0 1 
Table 3.1: The final value of the state variables in single source control frame-
work 
II B AR R Ci C2 ~ 
a r + 0 II 0 0 会 ^ - F 
^ n 1 n 1 A - i 1 
r^ = 0 I  [ U F ~K~ ~K 
Table 3.2: The final value of the state variables in integrated rate-controlled 
video multiplexer 
II Bi B2 ARi AR2 Ri R2 Ci C2 
^ u n II n~~~~0~~~~~n~~~~o~~ “广+背 背 i ^ i ^ ——^ 
^r 干 ^ U VJ u KJ ar+ac ar+ac a . + O c ar+ac 
— n 1 1 n n 丄 丄 K - i — 丄 ^r 二 U J^ ^ U U ^ F nK~ K 
Table 3.3: The final value of the state variables in coupled rate-controlled video 
multiplexer 
From the above result, we can see that if a? is 0, the deviation of the buffer 
occupancy can not be restored to zero after the step input. By comparing the 
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final value of R in different scheme, , 
l ^ o ^ ^ _ | _ ^ 1 (3.11) 
K dr + CLc ttr + CL� 
we can see that both multiplexer can achieve better image quality than single 
source framework. The proportion of additional bandwidth the video stream 
with unit step input will eventually get in coupled rate-controlled video multi-
plexer depends on the ratio of a? and a^ and the value of K only; the values of 
br and 6�only affect the transient response of the system. 
A main advantage of coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer over inte-
grated rate-controlled video multiplexer is that in the latter, we cannot control 
precisely how the bandwidth is being shared among video streams. In integrated 
rate-controlled video multiplexer: it is possible that one particularly bandwidth-
hungry stream uses up a major portion of the shared bandwidth, affecting other 
streams severely. In coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer, although the 
bandwidth-hungry stream can still get additional share of the channel band-
width, it is also guaranteed that the greedy stream also suffers the highest re-
duction in bits (i.e, Ri > i^). This acts as a deterrent for greedy video stream 
to affect others in an unrestricted fashion. 
3.2.3 Peak Values of BufFer-occupancy Deviation and Image-
quality Fluctuation 
One objective of our control framework is to minimize the maximum bufFer-
occupancy deviation {B*) and the maximum image-quality fluctuation {AR*). 
Smaller bufFer-occupancy fluctuations mean smaller bufFer is required. In CBR 
transmission, this corresponds to smaller end-to-end delay jitter. But in both 
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video multiplexer, the delay suffered by individual sources is not directly pro-
portional to B*, we will study it in the following section by simulation. The 
second objective is obvious since frame-to-frame fluctuations of image-quality 
can be visually disturbing. 
For integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer, the behavior of the peak 
buffer-occupancy value is exactly the same as the one in single source control 
framework. And the peak value of image-quality fluctuation is l/K of that in 
single source control framework. As shown in [5], the product of B* and AR* 
is approximately 1 for single source control framework, indicating the trade-
off between the buffer-occupancy fluctuation and the image-quality fluctuation. 
Here we have 
B*AiT 记 l/K (3.12) 
For coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer, we again first fix a set of a^  
and br, and then study the variation of B* and AR* over the stable region. 
The values of B* and AE* under various a�and bc can be obtained numerically. 
Fig. 3.9 shows the result for N 二 10, (a,,6,) = (0.005,0.1) and K = 2. We 
assume there is a unit-step input at Source 1 only. 
By studying the plots with different parameter settings, we can make the 
following observations. For the source with unit-step input, the values of its B* 
and Ai^* are always larger than the corresponding values of other sources. This 
is not a coincident, but an expected result from our design. In the framework, 
the value of B and AR for Source 1 are directly affected by the step input; for 
other sources, these values are affected by AC, which is much smaller than the 
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Figure 3.9: B* and A i ^ for N=10, (a,,6,)=(0.005 0.1) and K=2 
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step input. This is also the reason why the final value of R^ is larger than the 
final value of i^，which is a reasonable way to adjust the image quality: since 
Source 1 is responsible for the image quality degradation, it will suffer more 
as well. Given that the sources are independent of each other, the worst-case 
behavior of the whole system, such as the buffer requirement and the maximum 
fluctuation in image quality, is defined by the behavior of Source 1. From now 
on, we will concentrate on the behavior of Source 1 only. 
In the plot of B{ and A i ^ , the values at the point (0,0) correspond to the 
result of single source control framework. By comparing them to other points 
within the stable region, we can see that coupled rate-controlled video multi-
plexer is better then the single source control framework, in terms of achieving 
both smaller B{ and A i^ . Furthermore, the minimum value of both variables 
will occur at the point (0, 6*), where b: is the largest value of b�within the stable 
region, this is the rightmost point in the stable region. Hence, if we only consider 
minimizing the maximum value of Bi and ARi, we will choose to operate at 
that point. 
As mentioned before, coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer can achieve 
smaller B^ and A i ^ , we will expect the product of two being also smaller than 
1, and this is verified in Fig. 3.11. The product of B^ and A i ^ is used here as 
an measure for comparison purpose. 
-The choice of (a^, br) will also affect the resulting buffer-occupancy fluctu-
ations and image-quality fluctuations in two ways. First, similar to the single 
source control framework, larger (a” br) causes stronger feedback, which in turn 
results in smaller buffer-occupancy fluctuations but larger image-quality fluc-
tuations. Different settings of (a^, K) will also affect the possible region from 
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Figure 3.10: B* and AR* for N=10, (a,,6,)=(0.01 0.2) and K=2 
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0.1) (b) (a,,6,)=(0.01 0.2) 
which we can choose (a^, K). In Section 3.2.1, we have shown that the value of 
ar + ttc and W + K are bounded within the stable region of single source con-
trol framework. Hence, if larger (a” br) is used, there will be less room to vary 
(ac,6c). Fig. 3.10 shows the result for (a^,6^) = (0.01,0.2). From Fig. 3.11, we 
see that for smaller value of (a” br), we can achieve smaller B^AR^ product. 
Another factor we investigate is K, the number of video source being multi-
plexed together. Fig. 3.12 uses the same setting as the one used in Fig. 3.9, but 
with eight video streams being multiplexed together instead of 2. As shown in 
the plot, the behavior of B* or AR* for Source 1 is pretty much the same, but 
the corresponding values for other sources are reduced significantly. 
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3.2.4 SAE of Buffer-occupancy Deviation and Image-quality 
Fluctuation 
In the previous section, we have focused only on minimizing the maximum value 
of the state variables. For a detailed design, minimizing the maximum value is 
not good enough. We should should also take the settling time or transient re-
sponse into consideration because operating point that minimizes the maximum 
value but which takes forever for the system to settle down is not desirable. 
Hence, in addition to the maximum value, we also use the Sum of Absolute Er-
ror (SAE) value as another performance index. The SAE value of Bi and AR{ 
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are defined as follows: 
SAEB^ = f;| .^-[n]| 
n=0 
SAE^R^ 二 f;|A^[n]| (3.13) 
n=0 
By minimizing the SAE value, we get not only small B* and AE*, but also 
small oscillation and short settling time. 
Fig. 3.13 shows an example of SAE plot for coupled rate-controlled video 
multiplexer. In the contour plot, the “*，，marks the position that achieve the 
minimum SAE value. As we mentioned before, the minimum SAE position can 
be different from the minimum position indicated in the B^ and AR^ plot. 
Based on the SAE plot and the plot of B^ and A i^ , we can have a rough 
idea on where the region in which the system should operate. First of all, we 
may tend to use small (a^, K) setting ( i . e . � a ” K) = (0.005’ 0.1)), since the study 
in the previous section shows that we may achieve larger multiplexing gain for 
smaller (a” K) setting. Secondly, the SAE plots suggests using smaller value for 
Gc (i.e. 0.001) and larger value for b� ( i .e. 0.15). 
3.3 Experimental Results 
In the previous section, we have studied the step-responses of the system. In 
this section, we use the trace of a real movie, which gives the number of bits in 
each frame, to conduct some experiments. The trace we use is from the movie 
“Star War'', which is encoded in MPEG-1 format, generated by Garrett and_ 
Fernandez [23]. 
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It is about 2 hours in duration, corresponding to roughly 171,000 frames. 
From this trace, we generate other "artificial" traces for experimentation by 
doing random cut-and-paste editing out of the original one. We cut the original 
trace sequence into 8 pieces, and attach them together in a random order to 
generate a new one. The trace files are then fed into the system, and all the 
state variables are recorded. 
In our experiments, we assume that the input video stream to the rate con-
troller has been pre-encoded with very high quality. The rate controller selec-
tively discards “bits” from the stream in order to adapt to the channel capacity. 
This is in contrast to the use of the rate controller for encoding from a previously 
unencoded video stream, (which is also possible with the controllers being stud-
ied here). That is, in the experiments of this section, we use the rate controller 
to control the rate of a "pre-encoded" stream^ In this situation, there is a 
subtlety with setting the channel output rate C that deserves further discussion 
here. 
The value of R cannot be negative since we are only allow to discard bits from 
the pre-encoded stream but not to add to it. Let Ain be the average rate of the 
pre-encoded stream. Suppose that the stream is pre-encoded in a VBR fashion 
at a constant image quality, and that its "short-term" average rate may persist 
over some time (e.g., several minutes). If C 二 Ai„, then rate-controller buffer 
underflow is unavoidable, as explained below. The total number of bits in the 
stream is A.^T, where T is the total number of frames in the stream throughout 
its duration. With the rate fluctuations in the VBR stream, our rate controller 
iFor MPEG sequences, for instance, this could be achieved by discarding high frequency 
DCT components (see [5] and [6] for details) -
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is such that it will feedback a positive Ai? to reduce the number of output bits 
from the encoder during large frames (specifically, when the buffer occupancy 
is above the nominal level). Therefore the total number of bits flowing into 
the buffer during the duration of the stream is less than AinT. Meanwhile, if 
C = Ain, the total number of bits that can be taken out of the buffer during this 
time is AinT, implying that some point in time, buffer underflow must occur. 
To keep things simple, we intentionally avoid dealing with the underflow 
situations in our experiments by setting C = 0.75A^n, although underflow does 
not necessary have sever negative effects on a real system. A point to note is that 
between the single-stream rate controlled and multiple-stream rate controlled 
systems, the likelihood of underflow, hence inefficiency in channel usage, is higher 
in the former. This is because when multiple streams are being multiplexed, 
the unused bandwidth of the "underflowed" streams can be used by the needy 
streams. Such is not the case with single-source system, because there is no 
other source to use the unused bandwidth. We therefore expect the multiplexed 
system to perform even better comparatively when C is set to be larger. 
There are two constraints on the individual bandwidth Ci in the coupled 
rate-controlled video multiplexer: one is the conservation of total bandwidth; 
the other is that all the values of Ci should be non-negative. In studying the 
step-responses, we have shown that the total bandwidth is in fact conserved. 
Yet, due to the limitation of the step-response study, we cannot take the other 
constraint into consideration. In practice, it is possible that due to the choice 
of large (a� , bc) within the stable region, at some point in time, Ci may become 
negative. Hence, in searching for the operating point, we may want to avoid the 
previous scenario, and this will also post a limitation on the possible choice of 
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(ac,6c). The alternative is what we adopt in our experiments, which sets the 
value of Ci to zero whenever it becomes negative, and take some bandwidth 
back from other sources accordingly. 
We have conducted two sets of experiments, one for the integrated rate-
controlled video multiplexer and the other for the coupled rate-controlled video 
multiplexer for comparison. Within each set, different numbers of video streams 
are multiplexed. The results are shown in Fig. 3.14. 
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From the result, we see that by multiplexing video streams together, we can 
achieve smaller image-quality fluctuations as well as smaller buffer requirement. 
And as we expected, by sharing the bandwidth in a more efficient way, the 
integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer performs better in terms of reducing 
image-quality fluctuations, this can also be seen from the product of B* and AR* 
in ( 3.12). We also find tliat the maximum delay suffered by a video frame is 
shorter for the integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer, which is preferred 
in interactive applications. 
As mentioned before, we believe that the coupled rate-controlled video mul-
tiplexer can provide a firewall between video sources to some extend, that is, 
the effect of a "greedy" or malfunctioned source on others can be controlled 
by adjusting the control parameters. To verify this, a "greedy" and a normal 
source are multiplexed together with two different video multiplexer, the average 
bandwidth each source eventually get is observed. The "greedy" source is simu-
lated by encoding video in higher quality, resulting in a much higher bandwidth 
requirement than the average bandwidth it subscribed. In our experiment, the 
"greedy" and the normal source both subscribe an average bandwidth of C, but 
the "greedy" source actually try to encode video that need an average bandwidth 
of 3C. Using the coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer, each source eventu-
ally get an average bandwidth of roughly C. With the integrated rate-controlled 
video multiplexer, the "greedy" source can get as much as 80% bandwidth out 
of the total bandwidth 2C. 
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3.4 Concluding Remarks 
This work extends the single-source rate controller framework proposed in [5 
for joint rate control of multiple video sources. We have proposed two possible 
schemes, called the integrated and coupled rate-controlled video multiplexers. 
Using precise analytical models, we have studied the stable region and step 
response of two systems. This approach not only gives us analytical insights 
into the behavior of two systems, but also provides us with a tool for aiding the 
proper setting of the control parameters. 
Comparison between the two video multiplexers and the single-source rate 
controller in [5] shows that both video multiplexers perform better than the 
single-source system, in terms of achieving smaller image-quality fluctuations, 
delay jitters and per source buffer requirement. In particular, we have observed 
that much multiplexing gain can be obtained when the number of sources in-
creases from 1 to 8, but beyond that the gain is minimal. 
We have also conducted a number of experiments to complement our anal-
ysis. From the analytical and experimental results, the following can be said 
about how the two systems compare. 1) The integrated rate-controlled video 
multiplexer can achieve better image quality and smaller buffer requirement. 2) 
The integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer can achieve smaller end-to-end 
delay jitter. 3) The coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer can provide more 
precise control of bandwidth allocation so as to avoid one source from hogging 
the bandwidth usage. 
To conclude, under normal situations with video sources behaving in similar 
ways, the integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer is a better choice: it has -
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better performance and is simpler to implement. , 
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Transporting VBR Video on LB 
Controlled Channel 
In the previous chapter, we discuss how to multiplex VBR videos and transmit 
them over a CBR channel. In this chapter, we focus on how to adapt VBR video 
traffic to a VBR channel with access control mechanism. 
To prevent greedy users from adversely affecting others, a policing function 
can be installed at the user-network interface (UNI) to control the user input 
traffic. The ATM standard body has adopted the Leaky-Bucket (LB) mechanism 
for the policing function [1, 20, 21, 22]. The LB specifies the contract between 
a user and the network in terms of a set of traffic descriptors. If the user injects 
traffic into the network within the specification, then the network is responsible 
for transporting the data with high reliability. On the other hand, if the user 
violates the contract and pumps in an excessive amount of data, the network 
may drop the data. In the context of video transmission, this may lead to 
unacceptable image degradation at the receiver end. 
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This chapter investigates how video source data should be compressed to 
conform to the Leaky-Bucket specification for transmission over a communica-
tions network. The buffer occupancy of the compressed data is used to affect 
compression of future video frames. Two general strategies for using the tokens 
in the LB are investigated. The greedy transmission strategy will send out a cell 
whenever a token is available, that is，token will not be saved while there is data 
backlog in the buffer. We show a general way to modify any existing CBR com-
pression (or rate-control) scheme for a corresponding LB compression scheme 
using the concept of a virtual buffer. The non-greedy transmission strategy uses 
"extra" tokens only when buffer overflow is impending and saves up tokens for 
future usage when underflow is about to occur. 
4.1 Leaky Bucket Access Control 
The structure of a LB is shown in Fig. 4.1. It consists of an input buffer and 
a token bucket. Data from the source is packetized into cells and fed into the 
buffer. Cells can be sent to the network only if there are tokens in the bucket, 
and one token is consumed for each cell sent. If there is no token available, cells 
will queue up in the buffer, waiting for tokens to be regenerated. The tokens are 
regenerated at the rate of R, and the token bucket size is o^ When the token 
bucket is full, regenerated tokens that are not used will be discarded. 
When the LB is placed between the video source and the network, the input 
buffer in the LB can be used to smooth out the video data-rate fluctuations. In 
this chapter, we assume that arriving cells to a full buffer will be discarded. Such 
buffer overflow may lead to sudden degradation in the received video quality. To 
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Figure 4.1: Leaky Bucket Mechanism 
solve this problem, one may use a very large buffer. However, with a very large 
buffer, video frames may experience excessive long delay in the buffer, and this 
may not be acceptable for delay-sensitive applications, such as tele-conferencing. 
A solution is to adjust the video compression ratio according to the buffer 
status to prevent buffer overflow, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The adjustment should 
not be too drastic so as to achieve gradual transition of image quality. This is also 
the basic operating principle behind CBR video compression [5, 3], except that 
the data in the buffer are output at a constant rate. With LB access control, 
there is another design dimension: how to use tlie tokens? In particular, we 
can afford some variability in the data output rate. Using tokens in different 
ways will yield different buffer states, which in turn will affect the video quality 
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differently. Several token-usage schemes are proposed, studied and compared in 
this chapter. 
Compressed VBR Filtered 
Video Video ^ Leaky ^ 肌 丨 
Encoder Bucket 
Feedback Change in 
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Rate _^  
Controller 
Figure 4.2: Adjust video compression base on LB status 
4.2 Greedy Token-usage Strategy 
A way to use token is to send a cell whenever a token is available: tokens will 
not be saved for future usage if there are cells queued up in the buffer. We refer 
to this as the greedy strategy. We assume that the system is operated in a time-
slotted fashion. In each time slot, a certain amount of data enters the buffer 
from the encoder and a certain amount of data exits the buffer to the output 
channel. With greedy token-bucket usage, the buffer and the token occupancies 
cannot be both non-empty at the same time; otherwise, the tokens would have 
been used to send out the backlog data. An implication of this property is that 
the state of the LB, which is normally described by two variables, the buffer and 
the token-bucket occupancies, can now be represented by just one variable: the 
occupancy of a virtual queue which has a service rate of R. The mapping from 
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the two variables in the physical LB to the one variable in the virtual queue is 
described as follows. Let Bt and at be the buffer and token-bucket occupancies 
at time t in the LB, respectively. And let Vt be the virtual-queue occupancy. 
If at > 0, Bt = 0 : 
Vt 二 cTo — at 
If cTt = 0, Bt > 0 : 
% = 0"�+ Bt 
The physical meaning of the Vt is obvious with the following reverse mapping: 
If T4 < (Jo ： 
(Jt = c^o — ^ ; Bt 二 0; 
If Vt > CTo : 
(Tt = 0； Bt 二 Vt — cr^ ; 
In words, when Vt < o"o, then the token bucket is non-empty and it has 
{ao — Vt) tokens, (note that when Vt = 0, the token bucket is full), and when 
Vt > cTo, the token bucket is empty and the buffer occupancy is Bt = Vt — ov 
In CBR compression, a � = 0 and Vt =历，with reference to Fig. 4.2, the 
rate controller will then make use of Bt to adjust the compression ratio, and 
there are many possible rate-controller designs, depending on how Bt is used. 
For instance, in [5], the adjustment is based on the current value of Bt as well as 
its incremental change Bt - Bt—i. Given any CBR rate-controller design, we can 
map it to two possible greedy LB rate-controller designs, as described below. 
The first alternative is to make use of Bt in the same way as the feedback 
control, By this, we mean that the formula on which the rate control is based 
will be the same in both CBR and LB compression; however, the values of Bt at 
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any given time will obviously be different in CBR and LB compression because 
of the different output rates. The second alternative is to use Vt rather than Bt 
in the feedback control. That is, the parameter Bt will be replaced by Vt in the 
feedback formula. 
In the experiments, we modify the CBR rate controller proposed in [5] for LB 
rate control. We believe that the qualitative results and conclusions will remain 
the same regardless of the specific rate controller used. We used a number of 
video clips captured from the movie “Jurassic Park" as the source, each video clip 
is 30-second long, and was compressed using MPEG-1 compression algorithm. 
We compare the received video quality for both Bt feedback and Vt feedback. In 
the latter, the controller attempts to keep the buffer occupancy at the mid-point 
of the virtual-buffer size, K / 2 = ( B � + o"�)/2 where B � i s the physical-buffer size. 
The deviation from the nominal buffer level K / 2 is used to adjust future video 
encoding rate. In the former, instead K/2 , [ B � — cr�)/2 is used as the nominal 
buffer level, to ensure the same distance from the nominal level to the overflow 
level. In the experiments, the token regeneration rate, token-bucket size and 
buffer size were chosen such that no overflow would occur in either case. 
The results of one particular video clip are shown in Fig. 4.3. There is 
no significant difference between the two methods. In general, if Vt is used as 
the feedback, the system will be more responsive to physical-bufFer underflow. 
This is because the virtual-buffer deviation from Vo|2 is bounded by K /2 , and 
this can be more than the physical-bufFer deviation from {Bo — c^o)/2, which 
is bounded by {Bo — 0-^)/2; in other words, the strength of the feedback can 
be stronger in the former. In practice, when underflow occurs, video quality 
is pretty good already, and despite the strong feedback demanding to increase 
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Figure 4.3: SNR of the received video (a) Original Video Quality (b) Feedback 
base on Bt (c) Feedback base on Vt 
the video quality, it cannot be improved any further. And if overflow were 
to occur, any scheme that falls under the greedy strategy would not prevent 
the serious degradation in video quality: the reason is that the token bucket 
is empty whenever buffer overflow occurs so that no extra tokens can be used 
to transmit the excess data. In general, the chance of overflow for Bt feedback 
will be smaller than Vt feedback: the latter consumes tokens faster than the 
former because of the larger dynamic range below the nominal buffer level; the 
difference, however, is not significant, and it is dependent on the characteristics 
of the particular video being compressed. 
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A interesting question to ask is what advantage does a LB-controlled com-
munications channel has over a CBR channel. The virtual queue mapping above 
provides an answer. By using Vt as the feedback in LB compression, the resulting 
video quality will be exactly the same as using a physical buffer of size B�+ cr�in 
CBR compression. The benefit of the former, however, is that the delay incurred 
is smaller. That is, no extra delay is associated with an effectively larger buffer 
size (hence smoother image quality). With the LB, the delay Di of an arriving 
cell i is 
‘ 0 , Vi<o-, 
A 二 
1 ^ , ^^  > � 
4.3 Non-greedy Token-usage Strategy 
The other way of using tokens is what we call the non-greedy strategy, in which 
data cells may be kept in the buffer although there are tokens available in the 
token bucket. Since both the input buffer and the token bucket can be non-empty 
at the same time, we can not apply the virtual-buffer mapping. So, feedback 
based on Bt is adopted. There are many ways in which tokens may be used 
and saved. The particular token-usage scheme that we adopt here is as follows. 
In each time slot of duration At, an amount of RAt tokens will be generated. 
When underflow and overflow do not occur, this amount of tokens will be used 
to output a similar amount of data from the buffer. When overflow occurs, if 
the token bucket has some previously saved tokens, the saved tokens in addition 
to newly generated tokens will be used to prevent the overflow. When underflow 
occurs, less than RAt of the tokens are used to transmit data, and the extra 
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tokens can be saved in the token bucket. We save the tokens only for overflow 
usage because of two reasons: 1) overflow may cause a tremendous degradation 
in the received video quality, 2) this situation usually will not last for too long, 
so tokens can be used to maintain an acceptable level of video quality. 
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Figure 4.4: SNR of Received Video when bufFer overflow occurs (a) Using greedy 
strategy (b) Using non-greedy strategy 
The same video clip from "Jurassic Park" was also used as the video source in 
this experiment. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. As expected, the 
non-greedy strategy has a significant improvement in the received video quality 
over the greedy strategy when overflow occurs. From another standpoint, the 
non-greedy scheme could also be better than the greedy scheme even if there 
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Figure 4.5: Decoded video frame from (a) the original MPEG video, (b) the 
received video in greedy scheme and (c) the received video in non-greedy scheme. 59 
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were no overflow, as explained below. . 
In the experiments that produce the results in Fig. 4.4, we have assumed 
the linear feedback rate controller in [5]. The feedback signal is proportional to 
the change in Bt (i.e., Bt - Bt-i) and Bt - Boj2. There are two constants of 
proportionality. Both the greedy and non-greedy results above used the same 
set of constants. To prevent overflow, stronger feedback (larger constants) needs 
to be applied. However, this leads to larger image-quality fluctuations. Since 
the effect of overflow in the non-greedy case is not as negative as that in the 
greedy case, a smaller set of constants could be used. And this ensures smoother 
image-quality transition from time slot to time slot. 
4.4 Concluding Remarks 
We have proposed and studied several schemes for LB video compression. We 
have shown a general way to modify any existing CBR compression (or rate-
control) scheme for greedy LB compression using the concept of a virtual buffer. 
As mentioned in Section III, the effect of the virtual buffer is equivalent to hav-
ing a larger buffer size without the associated larger buffer delay. For greedy 
schemes, although the virtual-bufFer feedback scheme is an elegant method and 
is better than the physical-bufFer feedback scheme, the effect is not that signif-
icant. Usually, the situation will be like this: when there are extra tokens to 
allow a better image quality, the image is already pretty good, and when extra 
tokens are needed to handle the bufFer overflow, there are none in the token 
bucket. This is not simply a coincidence, but a consequence of using tokens 
in a greedy way. The non-greedy scheme proposed in this chapter will prevent 
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sudden image degradation due to buffer overflow to certain extend, and it yields 
more noticeable improvement of the received video quality. 
The overall conclusion is that tokens should be used only under the "emer-
gency" situation when overflow occurs and not during the normal situation just 
to smooth image-quality from time slot to time slot, the positive result is signif-




There are two areas of study in this thesis. In the first study, we extend the 
work of single-source rate controller framework proposed by Liew [5]. Instead of 
performing smoothing in only temporal domain, we study the advantage of doing 
this in both temporal and spatial domains, by joint rate-controlling multiple 
video sources. In the second study, we investigate how to control the rate of 
single VBR video source in order to transmit it over a VBR channel with Leaky-
Bucket specification. 
5.1 Joint Rate Control ofMultiple VBR Videos 
We propose two possible joint rate-control schemes for transmitting multiple 
VBRvideos over a CBR channel, called the integrated and coupled rate-controlled 
video multiplexers. Using precise analytical models, we liave studied the stable 
region and step response of two systems. This approach not only gives us an-
alytical insights into the behavior of two systems, but also provides us with a 
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tool for aiding the proper setting of the control parameters. 
Comparison between the two video multiplexers and the single-source rate 
controller in [5] shows that both video multiplexers perform better than the 
single-source system, in terms of achieving smaller image-quality fluctuations, 
delay jitters and per source buffer requirement. In particular, we have observed 
that much multiplexing gain can be obtained when the number of sources in-
creases from 1 to 8，but beyond that the gain is minimal. 
We have also conducted a number of experiments to complement our anal-
ysis. From the analytical and experimental results, the following can be said 
about how the two systems compare. 1) The integrated rate-controlled video 
multiplexer can achieve better image quality and smaller buffer requirement. 2) 
The integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer can achieve smaller end-to-end 
delay jitter. 3) The coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer can provide more 
precise control of bandwidth allocation so as to avoid one source from hogging 
the bandwidth usage. 
From the study, we believe that under normal situations with video sources 
behaving in similar ways, the integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer is a 
better choice: it has better performance and is simpler to implement. 
5.2 LB Video Compression 
In the study of LB video compression, several schemes are investigated. They 
can be classified as greedy scheme or non-greedy scheme. A general way is shown 
to modify any existing CBR compression (or rate-control) scheme for greedy LB 
compression using the concept of a virtual buffer. For greedy schemes, although 
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the virtual-buffer feedback scheme is an elegant method and is better than the 
physical-buffer feedback scheme, the effect is not that significant. The non-
greedy scheme we proposed will prevent sudden image degradation due to buffer 
overflow to certain extend, and it yields more noticeable improvement of the 
received video quality. 
The overall conclusion is that tokens should be used only under the "emer-
gency" situation when overflow occurs and not during the normal situation just 
to smooth image-quality from time slot to time slot, the positive result is signif-
icant in the former but not the latter. 
5.3 Further Study 
By merging the results of both study, we can further extend the research to 
joint rate-control of multiple VBR videos for transmission over a VBR channel. 
Compared with the single-source LB adaptation scheme, the new scheme ben-
efits from bandwidth sharing, and it also inherits the advantages of smoothed 
VBR transmission over CBR transmission, such as being able to gain extra band-
width when overflow occurs, as discussed in non-greedy token usage strategy in 
Chapter 4. 
In the study of LB compression schemes, it is shown that non-greedy scheme 
has better performance than the greedy scheme. Implementing non-greedy 
scheme in joint rate-controlled video multiplexer is straightforward: use one 
Leaky-Bucket as the interface to the network, and set the original constant 
channel rate to be the token regeneration rate, the feedback mechanism can 
be the same, and tokens are consumed in the same manner as described in 
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non-greedy scheme, only that extra tokens are shared among the streams with 
overflow problem in proportion to the amounts of extra bandwidth required. 
This is applicable in both the integrated rate-controlled video multiplexer and 
the coupled rate-controlled video multiplexer. 
In our work, all video sources, smoothing buffers and feedback controllers are 
located at the same place, hence no delay within the control path is considered. 
Another scenario we are interested in is controlling the rate of video sources 
which are located at different places in the communications network, the delayed 
feedback will definitely affect the design of rate controller and multiplexer, and 
should therefore be taken into consideration. 
5.4 Publications 
• The work of LB adaptation schemes for VBR video has been published in 
ICIP,96. 
• The study of joint rate-controlling schemes will soon be submitted to 
Transactions on Networking. 
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